Abstract-Traditionally, the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation usually employs homogeneous antenna arrays consisting of many identical antennas. This paper proposes a new technique of DOA estimation by using a heterogeneous array which has many elements with each element pointing to a different direction from others. A general expression of the manifold for planar heterogeneous array is derived. Then, a polarized MUSIC (Pol-MUSIC) method for unknown polarizations is proposed. One advantage of this Pol-MUSIC method is that it can obtain the DOA of signals with any unknown polarizations while no search of the polarizations is required. The proposed method is verified by simulation, and its performance is analyzed. The heterogeneous array is a polarization-sensitive array though it has one channel at each point of spatial sampling. This provides favorable conditions for simplifying the systems.
INTRODUCTION
Most of the radio direction finding (DF) systems employ several identical antennas (including amplitude, phase, polarization, etc.) to form linear array, circular array, or L-shaped array, etc. In these arrays, the orientations of all elements are the same, which constitute a homogeneous array. According to the simple relationship of geometric phase among array elements, the direction of arrival (DOA) is estimated by means of related interferometer or MUSIC, which has been widely applied in many DF systems [1] [2] [3] .
In order to estimate the DOA for unknown polarization of signals, the polarization-sensitive array is proposed. The arrays are often composed of orthogonal dipole antennas, triad antennas and six dimensional electromagnetic vector sensors (such as Super CART) [4] [5] [6] . These DF systems require at least two channels for each space sampling point, and the system equipments are complex, which require good isolation between the dipole pairs [7] . Heterogeneous array with only one element at each point of the spatial sampling is proposed in [8] . The DOAs are estimated for two known polarized waves (ordinary wave and extraordinary wave) in HF using active loop antennas with eight different polarized states. The two polarized waves have different polarization states, and the polarization ratio can be calculated theoretically by Appleton formula. Then, MUSIC is performed for the two polarized waves, respectively. Furthermore in [9] , the unknown polarized signal DF operated on six ferrite load dipoles with titled forward different directions, which constituted a heterogeneous array. The DF results are compared by two different types of heterogeneous arrays. However, the performance of DOA estimation using heterogeneous antenna array is not analyzed in depth.
Heterogeneous array is essentially a special polarization sensitive array, which needs only one sensor at each point of the spatial sampling. Using different polarizations from each other, the array can estimate the DOA for unknown polarized signal. A planar circular heterogeneous array composed of electric dipoles is investigated in this paper. The general expression of the manifold of heterogeneous array is derived. Then a polarized MUSIC (Pol-MUSIC) method for DOA estimation based on the heterogeneous array is proposed. The proposed method is verified by simulation. Then, the DOA estimation performances of three different arrays are compared: heterogeneous array, homogeneous array and orthogonal dipole array. The simulation results show that the heterogeneous array has better angle resolution and estimation accuracy than the homogeneous array for two incident signals with a small angular separation. When the polarizations of the two signals are orthogonal, the heterogeneous array has the best ability to distinguish signals.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a general expressions of the manifold of circular heterogeneous array is derived and discussed. A Pol-MUSIC method of DOA estimation based on heterogeneous array is proposed, and its performance is analyzed in Section 3. Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 4.
THE MANIFOLD OF HETEROGENEOUS ARRAY

General Expression of the Manifold of Heterogeneous Array
In order to simplify the derivation, a horizontal electric dipole is considered to revolve in the XOY plane. The length of electric dipole is denoted by l while its direction cosine α is as shown in Figure 1 . The position vector of the electric dipole in the unified coordinate system is r , and r = R 0 (x cos β +ŷ sin β), R 0 is the distance between the phase center of the electric dipole and the origin of the coordinate system, and β is the direction cosine of r . The definition of the coordinate system is shown in Figure 2 . 
where k = kr, k = 2π/λ,r is the radiation direction, Z the wave impedance, and λ the wavelength. The current distribution of electric dipole is expressed as J(r ) = Il and brought into Equation (1). Note thatl =x cos α +ŷ sin α, then
Considering that N horizontal electric dipoles form a planar heterogeneous circular array in XOY plane, the radius is R 0 . The direction cosine angles of the electric dipoles are α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α N , and the direction cosine angles of the position vector are β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β N , as shown in Figure 3 . The radiation amplitude vectors of the N horizontal electric dipoles are a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N .
Assuming that the mutual coupling of the antennas is not considered, the radiation amplitude vector of the ith element is a i ,
Ignoring the factors unrelated to the direction,
Formula (3) reflects the radiation amplitude, phase and polarization information inherent in the antenna, which is called the spatial response of the antenna. Its matrix form is given below, According to formula (3), the horizontal elements parallel to the XOY plane can receive not only the horizontal polarization components, but also the vertical polarization. When ϑ = π/2, the array can only receive horizontal polarization for any azimuth. When α − ϕ = π/2, the array receives horizontal polarization for any pitch angle.
Considering that the incoming wave of signal is a fully polarized wave, the polarization state isû. u =θ cos γ 0 +φ sin γ 0 e jη 0 , γ ∈ [0, π/2] and η ∈ [−π, π] represent the magnitude ratio and the phase between the two polarization components [11] . γ = 0 • represents the vertical polarization while γ = 90 • represents the horizontal polarization. According to the antenna receiving theory, the amplitude of the ith element receiving the unit field strength is
where the sign ( * ) represents conjugate. Then the manifold of the array is
. . .
where represents Schur-Hadamard. Especially, if all direction cosine angles are the same, α 1 = α 2 = . . . = α N = α 0 , then, the array is a homogeneous array (see Figure 4) , and the manifold becomes
Normalizing the magnitude, the manifold is
where the manifold is not related to the polarization. Formula (6) is often used in the traditional DOA estimation based on circular array.
Spatial Correlation of the Manifold of Heterogeneous Array
Equation (2) can be rewritten further as follows
where
represents the amplitude pattern of the ith element; ζ i (ϑ, ϕ) = kR 0 sin ϑ cos(β i − ϕ) represents the phase pattern of the ith element; the phase reference points is the coordinate origin.
Let U i =θ cos γ i +φ sin γ i , which reflects the spatial polarization of the ith element. If the array is a homogeneous array,
Assuming that the directions of two incident waves are ψ 1 = (ϑ 1 , ϕ 1 ) and ψ 2 = (ϑ 2 , ϕ 2 ), respectively, the corresponding polarization states are u 1 and u 2 , respectively. Then the spatial correlation coefficient of these two incident waves for heterogeneous array is
For the homogeneous array, the spatial correlation coefficient is
Obviously, for heterogeneous array, the correlation coefficient is related to wave polarized state. Two waves have different polarized states, and their spatial angles are close to each other. The correlation coefficient is less than 1 according to Schwartz inequality. However, for homogeneous array, its correlation coefficient is approximately equal to 1. The spatial correlation decreases in the heterogeneous array, which provides favorable conditions for distinguishing two signals in space. The smaller the spatial correlation coefficient is, the more favorable distinguishing signals will be [12] .
DOA ESTIMATION BASED ON HETEROGENEOUS ARRAY
The Pol-MUSIC Methods Based on Heterogeneous Array
Assuming that there are D signals illuminating upon the heterogeneous array composed of N electric dipoles in the XOY plane (D < N) . Then the time domain signal received by the elements can be written as follows
where N (t) is the Gaussian white noise.
is the manifold of the heterogeneous array (see formula (5) Then the covariance matrix of the receiving data is
R s is the covariance matrix of the signals. When the signals are uncorrelated, R s is a diagonal matrix. σ 2 is the power of the noise. According to the MUSIC subspace method [13] , the span of the eigenvectors corresponding to the N -D small eigenvalues of R XX is the noise subspace E KC , and the span of the eigenvectors corresponding to the D large eigenvalues of R XX is the signal subspace.
Using the orthogonal principle of signal subspace and noise subspace, the entire signal subspace including polarized space is projected into the noise subspace. In the true direction of the signal, the following equation holds:
If DOA estimation is carried out directly using above equation, it is necessary to conduct a fourdimensional traversal search in the whole polarization domain and spatial domain. In fact, this process can be simplified. For a heterogeneous array, a is a full rank matrix with dimension of N × 2. Whatever the true polarization of the signal is, making Eq. (12) holds in the true direction of the signal, the matrix a H E KC E H KC a whose dimension is 2 × 2 must be rank deficient. Namely, det a
Operator symbol det{·} represents the determinant of matrix. Therefore, the spatial spectral function based on heterogeneous can be constructed as below
The DOA is obtained from the angle corresponding to the maximum spectral peak. Thus, the searching in polarization space can be avoided, and a(ϑ, ϕ) is given by formula (3). Different from [8] , our method does not need to know the polarization state of incoming wave beforehand. Because the module of manifold of heterogeneous array is not unit (see in Equation (4)), the normalization operation of the manifold is required.
Once obtaining the DOA, the polarization information corresponding to the DOA can be obtained by searching in the polarization space according to formula (13) . The polarization spectral function is displayed as follows
where ψ 0 is the DOA obtained from formula (15). In some scenarios, only the direction information is required, and a two-dimensional search can be performed.
Numerical Simulation and Discussion
We consider that the array is a uniform circular array, which is composed of N electric dipoles in the XOY plane. Because the homogeneous array has no polarization information, the spatial correlation is constant which is close to 1. However, the spatial correlation of heterogeneous arrays is obviously decreased with the use of polarization information. This feature is good for distinguishing signals from two approaching angles.
Example 2. Considering that there is only one signal in space, the estimation accuracy of the Pol-MUSIC method is verified by simulation. The number of elements N in the heterogeneous array is 8, and the radius of the circular array R 0 is 0.5 lambda. The DOAs are ϑ = 70 • , ϕ = 100 • , and its polarization parameters are γ = 60 • , η 1 = 120 • . The four parameters are unknown and need to be estimated. Sampling points of the signal are 1024 points, and the search angle interval is 0.2 • . We conduct 500 times Monte-Carlo simulations to estimate the azimuth and the pitch using formula (15). Figure 6 shows the variation curve of the estimation accuracy with the SNR. The simulation results show that the Pol-MUSIC method has a good accuracy based on the heterogeneous array, and the estimation results are close to the CRLB. The Pol-MUSIC is effective. Example 3. The resolution probability of the heterogeneous array for two signals with a small angular separation is simulated. We define the resolution probability as the ratio of the number of times of the two signals which can be distinguished to the total number of experiments (ρ = N distinguished /N total ). Assume that the two signals are not relevant. The parameters of the array are the same in example 2. Here, we compare three arrays: heterogeneous array, homogeneous array, and polarization-sensitive array of orthogonal dipole. The orthogonal dipole pair consists of an X-electric dipole and a Y -electric dipole, which are respectively parallel to the X-axis and Y -axis. In Figure 7 (a), the MUSIC spectrum of the heterogeneous array is compared with the homogeneous array. The homogeneous array mistakenly identifies two signals as one while the heterogeneous array accurately detects the two signals. Figure 7 (b) shows that the distinguish probability of two signals varies with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In Figure 7 (c), the function of distinguish probability is changed with the separation angle of the two signals. The direction of signal 1 is fixed at ϕ 1 = 100 • , and that of signal 2 varies from 101 • to 110 • . The results show that heterogeneous array is able to distinguish two closer signals compared with homogeneous array. In addition, the resolution probability of the heterogeneous array is slightly higher than the orthogonal dipole array. In fact, heterogeneous arrays contain more polarization states, but orthogonal dipole array contains two polarization states. In Figure 7(d) , the variation curve of the resolution probability with the polarization difference is drawn. The SNR is 10 dB, and the separation To make a fair comparison, we need to ensure that each array is able to distinguish the two signals with 100% probability. Figure 8 shows the variation curves of DOA estimation accuracy with separation of azimuth angle. 500 times Monte-Carlo simulations are conducted in DOA estimation.
When the separation angle is less than about 40 degrees, the accuracy of the heterogeneous array is better. However, if the separation angle is further increased, the homogeneous array is better. As a matter of fact, when separation angle of the two signals is very large, the homogeneous array also has a lower spatial correlation. Moreover, the elements in homogeneous array are the same, all of which can effectively participate in the array processing. In the three arrays, the estimation accuracy of the orthogonal dipole antenna array is the best. In orthogonal dipole antenna array, the number of channels is 2 times as that of the heterogeneous array, and its redundancy of data is larger. Therefore, it is theoretically more accurate than the heterogeneous array.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a general expression of manifold of heterogeneous array is derived, and a new method of DOA estimation for signals with unknown polarizations is proposed. The proposed method does not need to search in polarization space to obtain accurate direction estimation, and the validity of this method is verified by simulation. The DOA estimation performance based on heterogeneous antenna array is discussed. For two signals with small angular separation, the heterogeneous array is easier to distinguish and has higher accuracy than the traditional homogeneous array. In addition, the heterogeneous array only needs one channel at each point of the spatial sampling to realize polarization sensitivity. The system complexity is reduced.
